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SOFTWARE ENGINEER 

 
 

CONTACT 
 

 +91 9764455876 

 gophersumit@gmail.com 

 gophersumit.com  
 
SKILLS 

 
 
Expertize in 

◦ GO 

◦ DOCKER, AWS 

◦ MICROSERVICES 

◦ POSTGRESQL 

◦ .NET CORE AND C# 

◦ JAVASCRIPT AND ANGULAR 

 
Intermediate knowledge in 
 

◦ PYTHON 

◦ NODEJS 

◦ POWERSHELL SCRIPTING 

 

Learning 

◦ RUST 

PROFILE 
 

I am a full stack developer based in Pune, India and I have been 
coding professionally from last 11 years. I have worked on various 
technologies and like to explore and learn new technologies. I am 
looking for new opportunities in Go and related technologies. I 
have worked extensively with Go and its standard libraries to build 
REST APIs and web applications. I have also used Docker and ECS 
to build and deploy applications to AWS through Code Build and 
Code Deploy. 

Wrote a small book about Go @ https://book.codewithgo.com   

Some of the GitHub projects I have built related to Go: 

1. https://yoga.gophersumit.com  : - GitHub: 
https://github.com/gophersumit/yoga : This is application 
scaffolding for Go backend + Angular Frontend. 

2. https://github.com/gophersumit/gowin  : gowin is toy CLI 
Application daemon that monitors CoWin API for vaccine 
availability and send desktop notifications when slot is available. 

3. https://snippetbox.azurewebsites.net  :- 

GitHub: https://github.com/gophersumit/snippetbox  Snippetbox 
is simple web application that can save snippets. This was built as 
part of learning experience to build web apps using Go standard 
net/http and httprouter package routing. This is hosted in Azure 
Container service serving Docker image and uses MySQL DB. 

https://book.codewithgo.com/
https://yoga.gophersumit.com/
https://github.com/gophersumit/gowin
https://snippetbox.azurewebsites.net/
https://github.com/gophersumit/snippetbox


 

 

ROLES 
 

◦ DEVELOPMENT 

◦ CODE REVIEW 

◦ SPRINT PLANNING 

◦ MENTORING 

◦ STAKEHOLDER 

COMMUNICATION 

EXPERIENCE 
 

Application Development Lead| ZS Associates 2021-Current 

I have introduced Go at ZS in Enterprise team since its features 
(easy to learn and maintain in long term) align with Enterprise 
application landscape.  

I have groomed team of 2 other developers in Go and conducted 
in house training for Go.  

Analytics Platform: This is ZS tool which is used to generate 
insights from audio files. It uses arrays of technologies and 
services like AWS Transcribe, AWS Lambdas in Go, AWS Step 
functions, S3, and ECS/Fargate.  

Project Scaffolding tool which takes care of generating common 
services/packages/UI required for enterprise web application.   

 

Tech Lead – Cloud Adoption | Fiserv 2018-2021 

Worked as tech lead in Technology Centre of Excellence to help 
product teams with cloud adoption strategies and build products 
on Azure and Office 365.  Mostly worked on C# and .NET stack 
along with JavaScript and Angular. 

 

Senior Developer | ZS Associates 2017-2018 

Worked as software developer for building ASP.NET and Angular 
based in-house applications like travel portal, short term talent 
management.   

 

Senior Software Engineer | Atos 2015-2017 

Worked as software developer for Building JavaScript based 
applications to build functionalities on top on SharePoint Online.   

 

Software Engineer | Accenture 2011-2015 

Worked as Junior developer for .net based applications. 

EDUCATION 
 

Sinhgad College of Engineering 
2007-2011 

Bachelor of Engineering in 
Information Technology with First 
class. 

 

HSC (12th Grade) and SSC (10th 

Grade) | Maharashtra State 

Board 

Jun-2006 HSC with distinction (81%) 

Jun-2004 SSC with distinction (86%) 


